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ABSTRACT
We compare the results of modal imaging [1], a method for measuring operational
deflection mode shapes and frequencies in video, to the predictions of a finite element
simulation, as well as accelerometer measurements, of a Portsmouth, New Hampshire
bridge. The finite element simulation is based on schematics obtained from the New
Hampshire Department of Transportation. We also compare the results of modal imaging
on the bridge to previous visual analysis from [2], and discuss some of the algorithmic
differences that appear to improve results.

INTRODUCTION
Structural health monitoring depends on reliable, interpretable data to inform engineers about damage and other properties of structures. The right data equips stakeholders with the ability to make better decisions about maintenance and repairs, saving
money, and, in some cases, lives. However, data collection that takes structures out of
service carries a high cost and makes persistent monitoring impossible. Over the last
couple of decades, consumer digital cameras have become ubiquitous, low cost, and better performing devices due to competition driven by consumer market forces. Thus the
opportunity to use consumer devices as inexpensive sensors has only recently become
tractable.
Recent work in computer vision and graphics has demonstrated the ability to quantitatively measure small sub-pixel motion in video. Some of these works focus on
visualizing small displacements using a technique called motion magnification [3–6].
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Figure 1. (Left) Wide angle view of the bridge (Middle) View of capture setup–including camera
and tripod–with bridge seen in the background. (Right) Satellite image showing the camera’s location
relative to the bridge. More details on the original data can be found in [2].

Others focus more specifically on the analysis of mechanical vibration, applying this
analysis to applications including the recovery of sound from vibrating objects in silent
video [7], characterizing material properties based on the vibrations of objects measured
from video [8, 9], and realistic simulation of object motion based on object dynamics
recovered from video [10]. This and similar work has spawned research using vision
based measurement systems for structural health monitoring.
Vision based measurement systems have specific advantages over standard contact
sensors. They can be less expensive per ”sensor” as cameras collect information from
many pixels forming virtual sensors. As non contact sensors, they are also less labor
intensive to use to instrument a structure as the setup of several cameras is far easier than
having to physically attach accelerometers or strain gauges to a structure, and can more
easily reach physically difficult to access locations. With other recent improvements in
computer vision, vision based systems have become quite popular in structural health
monitoring applications [11]. Work related to the previously mentioned papers [4,7] has
demonstrated the use of video cameras and motion magnification for the measurement
and characterization of civil infrastructure for the purposes of structural health monitoring [12–20]. The work in this paper compares the results of [2] to a new analysis
performed with the method described in [1, 10, 14] (a slightly refined version of the
method in [7–9]).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Capture:
The data we analyze in this paper was originally captured by Chen et al. in [2]. We
summarize their capture setup and analysis here, referring to the original publication for
additional details.
The bridge was filmed from a distance of approximately 80 meters ( 260 feet) using a
Point Grey camera mounted on a heavy tripod (see Figure 1). An accelerometer was also

Figure 2. Originally Fig 4 of [2], reproduced here with permission. (Left) An image of the camera
during capture. Plastic cover is used to protect from rain. (Right) an example frame recorded from
the camera, with labels indicating the placement of accelerometers and strain gauges on the bridge.
Side View:

Above, angled:

Figure 3. Finite element model built in ABAQUS based on plans provided by the New Hampshire
Department of Transportation.

used to measure the camera’s vibrations during capture. The bridge was instrumented
with two additional accelerometers and two strain gauges prior to capture, providing
contact measurements for comparison. Figure 2 (taken with permission from Chen et
al. [2]) shows the camera setup and an example frame of captured video, as well as the
locations of contact sensors on the bridge.
Finite-Element Model:
Chen et al. also constructed a finite-element (FE) model for the bridge based on
plans provided by the New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT). Figure
3 shows rendered images of the model, which consists of 1, 790 linear beam elements,
with 1, 673 nodes, and a total of 9, 776 unrestrained degrees of freedom. This model
is used to predict mode shapes and frequencies based on the bridge’s original design,
serving as a rough proxy for its predicted behavior prior to construction, and a geometric
point of comparison for operational mode shapes.
The original finite element model is no longer available, but we were able to obtain
additional data and images from the original work to facilitate new comparisons.
PREVIOUS ANALYSIS
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Figure 4. a) Screenshot of downsampled video frame. b) Subject mask used for modal imaging in
this paper. Note that the background, a pillar sitting in front of the bridge, and a square portion of
the bridge that contained a moving person, have all been excluded in the mask. c) Derived horizontal
mask used when combining local signals in [2]. d) The corresponding derived vertical mask from [2].

Chen et al. analyzed mode shapes and frequencies based on a 33 second long video
of the bridge containing vibrations caused by the impact of the center part of the bridge
returning to its supports. The video was recorded in a single color channel at a resolution
of 800x600 pixels and a sampling rate of 30 frames per second. Their analysis is based
largely on the algorithm described in [13].
ALGORITHMIC COMPARISON WITH MODAL IMAGING
Here we describe some of the algorithmic differences between the method used in [2]
and modal imaging [1].
Subject Masking:
Modal imaging leverages the observation that masking can serve two distinct purposes: the first is to indicate what part of the scene should be included in analysis, and
the second is to weigh higher-confidence observations more heavily in that analysis. The
first purpose is critical for video that contains moving objects other than the structure of
interest. For example, the input bridge video shows a second, separate bridge in the
distant background. In order to exclude this bridge from our analysis we need some
indication that it is independent of our subject. In some of their experiments, Chen et
al. [2] accomplish this by cropping the input video to some smaller region of interest.
This strategy is able to remove the background bridge, but discards a great deal of useful
data along with it. In modal imaging, we instead use a per-pixel mask to indicate what
should be included in our calculations (see Figure 4b). This lets us precisely remove
content that we do not want considered.
Chen et al. [2] do use a pixel mask in their processing of the video. However, this
mask does not distinguish between subject and background content, and is instead used
to exclude low-confidence local motion measurements, as we discuss below.
Weighing Local Signals
The reliability of local observations is strongly affected by the strength of local image
gradients, which determine how well we can localize motion in different orientations.
This relates to the well-known aperture problem in computer vision. As image gradients vary with orientation–even within a single spatial location–it is useful to decouple

the weights of different orientations in our analysis. Algorithms based on the complex
steerable pyramid [21] generally use local pyramid amplitudes to estimate confidence in
different orientations. These amplitudes are very similar to oriented image gradients at
different scales and are well-correlated with the noise of local displacement estimates.
The masking used in Chen et al. [2] is implemented as a threshold on local amplitudes. This effectively discards local information that falls below some confidence
threshold, placing equal weight on anything above said threshold. If we cast the combination of local signals as a weighted sum of measurements and assume that noise is
zero-mean, this approximately corresponds to weights of zero for every measurement
with variance above a threshold, and uniform weights for all other measurements. In
this light, it is easy to see how an appropriate choice of threshold could reduce the variance of our sum: the theoretically optimal weight for each local measurement should
be inversely proportional to its variance, so we can think of thresholding as a highly
quantized version of this optimal strategy. The weighting used in our implementation of
modal imaging can be interpreted as a slightly closer approximation to optimal weights
implemented locally in space. The motion signal for a given image location is a weighted
combination of nearby observations with weights proportional to our confidence estimates and a Gaussian falloff with image distance (for details, see [1]). This produces
non-binary weights that offer a closer approximation to inverse-variance weighting.
Combining Local Signals:
Another key difference between modal imaging and the method in [2] has to do with
how spatially local information is aggregated to compute a frequency response curve.
At a high level, the main difference is in what values are being averaged. Chen et al.
sums local signals in the time domain, while our analysis computes the per-frequency
sum over local power spectra. The advantage of summing over power spectra is that
it lets local motions with opposite phase (as are common with modal vibration) add
constructively. Normally, this comes at the cost of also causing zero-mean noise to add
constructively. However, any noise that is zero-mean within the scale used for filtering
local signals (as described in the previous section) should be greatly attenuated before
local signals are combined.
Mode Visualization:
The local filtering and calculation of frequency responses in modal imaging lets us
use a spatial slice of Fourier coefficients—called a modal image—to visualize mode
shapes. These shapes are a useful tool for reasoning about the behavior of different
modes, and could provide valuable insights for SHM. These modal images are especially useful for relating observed modes to those predicted by a finite element model,
as observed frequencies may vary much more significantly than shapes.
RESULTS AND COMPARISON
Figure 6 shows a comparison of frequency response functions recovered by Chen
et al. to those produced by our implementation of modal imaging. Figure 7 shows

Single frame of video

Recovered Vibration Mode
Shape at 2.54Hz

Predicted Vibration Mode
at 2.89Hz

Figure 5. Comparison of vertical mode shape recovered by modal imaging from video at 2.54 Hz
with the predicted torsional vibration mode at 2.89 Hz obtained from a finite element model of the
bridge originally reported in [2]

recovered shapes for sevaral modes. Figure 8 shows a vibration mode shape that was
not discovered in [2], but became visible with modal imaging. We also show what we
believe to be the corresponding predicted mode shape from the FE model.
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Figure 6. A comparison of the signals extracted from the (top) accelerometer sensors on the bridge,
with the (top center) camera measurement from [2] of video crops from around those sensors, (bottom
center) the signals extracted from the full video frame as reported in [2] and (bottom) the modal
imaging technique processing the full frame video as recorded by the camera. Note that for these
experiments, we cropped the original video to its first 28 seconds, as the end of the video contained
significant undesirable motion. This appeared to improved the results for both methods.
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Figure 7. (Top Left) Power spectra extracted from modal imaging processing and other figures
showing various extracted modes of the Portsmouth bridge.

Figure 8. Using modal imaging, we detected a mode at approximately 0.21Hz that had not shown up
in the analysis of [2]. The corresponding vertical mode shape (a brightened version of the one shown
in Figure 7)is shown brightened on the left. On the right is what we believe to be a corresponding
mode shape predicted by the finite element model. The opposite phase relationships shown in the
modal image could be caused by shearing in response to motion in the vertical segment of the bridge
(off camera).
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